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When it comes to Fernet Branca, it’s much ado about everything for this bitter, yet refreshing Italian 

digestif. Popular in Italy for many years, this alpha amaro has obtained a cult like following in the US 

among bartenders and cocktail enthusiasts. Ordering a shot of Fernet Branca is equivalent to doing a 

secret handshake with your bartender that proves that you’re part of the crew. 

“There’s a feeling of being in a special club,” states Kenneth McCoy, co-proprietor and mixologist 

at Ward III and The Rum House. “For a long time the majority of people didn’t know what fernet was and 

there was an exclusivity about it among bartenders, like a secret society, a brotherhood. While the 

awareness has broadened in recent years – you can’t swing a dead cat without hitting fernet at a joint – 

it’s remained a tight knit community of fanatics and devotees. Also it’s good for your tummy and can aid 

in digestion and who doesn’t need every now and then. “ 

Not only are they downing Fernet shots like it’s water at bars to illustrate that they are part of the 

brethren, but it seems that getting your hands on the elusive Fernet Branca challenge coins 

cements your devotion to the brand. These coins are highly coveted, but not so easy to acquire, according 

to David Munoz, the brand’s LA Fernet Branca Ambassador. 
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“You get a coin if you are in the community and know your Fernet Branca rep in their respective city. I 

only made 100 for LA last year and 100 this year. We only give out a little so bartenders can be proud 

that they are part of the group that is passionate around drinking Fernet.” 

The tradition goes that when bartenders get together at a bar, they can wager each other. The one who 

doesn’t have a coin must buy a round of Fernet for everyone. Munoz recalls a recent incident 

involving the coins and  the repercussions of a lost challenge. 

“During the Speed Rack competition, a group of LA bartenders were down in San Diego drinking at Eric 

Castro’s new place, Polite Provisions. Thirteen coins were pulled out and Angus McShane from 213 

Ventures did not have his and was forced to buy 14 Fernet shots. I was in Arizona for a trip that weekend 

and I got a text with a photo of him and the round of shots from one of the other bartenders. Then I got a 

text from Angus with a picture of all the shots being poured, the only quote from Angus was, “I forgot my 

Fernet coin, You A%$#@le.” I thought it was pretty funny that he was  called out and felt the need to call 

me out.” 

While many refer to Fernet as an “insider drink,” more and more of the uninitiated are taking the plunge 

to see just what the obsession is all about. So just tilt you head back, do a layback and judge Fernet 

Branca for yourself. Whether you love it or loathe it, it’s one spirit that you won’t forget for a long time. 
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